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There is no doubt that the broad access ideology was gaining in virtually all parts
of the world at the mid-twentieth century. This did not mean, of course, that it had
easy going. Traditional loyalties would confine education to certain ascribed groups,
whether males, upper castes, aristocratic ruling families, or particular kinship groups.
The belief that girls, the lower classes, outcaste groups, or "those backward" tribal
peoples could not really profit from education did not die easily. The belief that
secondary and higher education, even primary education, should be reserved for those
few who could demonstrate superior intellectual ability in the language of instruction,
especially as signified by examination marks, was another tenacious holdover. The
lament that lowering the barriers to admission would also "lower the standards1' of
achievement could be heard from seasoned educators in nearly every colonial land. But
diversification and broader access were on their way, especially after independence was
achieved in the new states.
How much the diversification was to be consonant with an achievement-oriented
goal and how much with a learner-oriented goal is difficult to determine v/ithout more
research. By and large, however, the principal impetus seemed to be coming from two
major sources-the outlook that the good of the country and the needs of national
development in the new states required diversification, and the pressures arising from
the aspirations and demands that education be spread more equitably to larger and
larger proportions of the population. In a real sense the latter could be looked upon as
responding to the needs of learners, but it is impressive testimony to the power of a
narrow view of achievement that enormous numbers of pupils drop out of school in
the early grades for causes that must be related to the fact that schooling is not made
appealing to them.
The problem of wastage and stagnation (two most expressive terms) was ram-
pant in most of the colonial countries as they strove to modernize by attempting to
move toward universal primary education and expanded secondary education. Wastage
meant that enormous numbers of children who began school in the first grade would
drop out as early as the second or third grade. UNESCO estimates that in Asia as a
whole as late as the mid-1960s as many as 60 percent of children who began primary
school dropped out by the fifth grade.45 In some countries 50 to 60 percent drop out
after the first grade (Burma, Laos, Pakistan); in others as many as 40 to 50 percent
drop out after the second grade (India, Thailand, and South Vietnam). Stagnation (the
repeating of a class by children who have failed it) is also a widespread indicator that
achievement of the required knowledge of each grade level was required before the
child could advance to the next grade. What achievement can mean in circumstances of
massive wastage and stagnation can only be imagined. It may mean that aspiration of
parents to educate their children may be low, finances inadequate, or the hardships of
overcrowding and poor physical facilities are great. It certainly means that the quality
of teaching is exceedingly poor, being in the hands of enormous numbers of untrained
and unqualified teachers who have all they can do to read the pages of the textbook to
the children, let alone develop and manage a learner-oriented program of instruction.
Achievement-orientation continued to mean in vast areas of the earth a "chalk and
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